
Sales Meeting 10-14-15 
 
1. The London General Contract Addendum has been put to rest… R.I.P. Please see Patrick’s 

email of 10/14 for more information. Bottom line, the General Contact Addendum is gone, 
but we have introduced the Disclosure Responsibility Addendum; check it out! 
 

2. We love it when you send in suggestions from the Suggestion Box on londonforms.com. 
Anytime when it’s not a confidential request, please keep from sending “anonymously”: 
often we have clarifying questions that we’d love to ask the sender, to get the best plan of 
action. 
 

3. Always obtain legible copies of transaction documents. If your manager can’t read them, 
they can’t approve them and this can delay closings and certainly delivery of commission 
checks. 
 

4. The NHD provided by California Property Data rocks!! Every report includes the 
“Environmental” addendum (not to be confused with your Environmental Hazard and 
Earthquake Book which is completely different disclosure item). Other NHD companies 
charge as much as $40 + for the Environmental portion. Save your clients money and give 
them the best, most thorough report out there! Write in CPD on your offers and counter-
offers for your NHD. 
 

5. Of the 3 major influences that help a property sell (Desirability, Pricing and Exposure) 
Pricing is paramount. Remember: 

• Overpriced properties often bring low-ball offers. This sets a transaction up for failure 
because we start the negotiations the furthest apart! 

• An overpriced listing gets previewed along with well-priced ones in that same price 
range. Buyers won’t see the value. 

• If the seller wants “x” as the list price, but the comps show “y” is where we need to 
be, inform them that the buyer’s agent will be showing their buyer the same comps. 
The buyer knows where the price should be. 

• Overpriced homes, even when they give consistent price reductions, linger on the 
market. The longer a home is on the market, the less it will sell for. It’s gets “shop-
worn” and buyers wonder what’s wrong with it. If it’s not sold in 30-60 days, 
something must be wrong. 

• The idea of listing a home is to sell it, not to see how long we can keep it on the 
market. 
 

6. Offer clients a check-list of items they need to do to better stage the home prior to going on 
the market. 

• Especially declutter and clean the house and yard before you take marketing photos. 



• Closets should be less than ½ full, reduce the amount of furniture, keep kitchens and 
bathrooms spotless. It doesn’t matter if all a shampoo bottles are lined up and the 
toothbrushes and toothpaste are in 1 cup, they’re still out and junking up the 
bathroom. 

• Take sellers out to model homes – paint a picture of how a home should look. Often 
times, new construction is their competition too. 
 

 
 
Good luck! 
Patrick 


